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Markets Insight: Forget EMs, US investors should 
think local
By Richard Bernstein

Data increasingly refute the widely held belief that emerging markets offer the best growth 

he consensus in the US is that investors should focus on large-cap, multinational companies that offer exposure to global growth. Few 

have noticed the secular shift in performance that is under way in which smaller, more domestically focused companies are 

outperforming.

Many have mentioned the defensive rotation among S&P 500 companies during the first quarter. There was a defensive tone to more 

domestically focused mid-cap and small-cap US companies too, but it was less prominent.

Defensive stocks tend to lead a market when profit cycles decelerate, and the recent performance certainly mimics that historical precedent. 

However the effect is typically more, not less, pronounced among mid-cap and small-cap companies.

The recent defensive rotation might be more attributable to fears about slowing global growth and a strengthening US dollar than to fears 

about slowing US growth. US small-cap stocks were one of the world’s best performing asset classes in the first quarter, and Bank of 

America/Merrill Lynch recently noted that US companies with the most foreign exposure underperformed those with more domestic 

businesses.

Profits data increasingly refute the widely held belief that the emerging markets offer the best growth. Approximately 60 per cent of EM 

companies reported negative earnings surprises for the fourth quarter of 2012. The comparable figure in the US was only 27 per cent. 

Earnings expectations for EM companies seem much too optimistic.

In addition, the projected earnings-per-share growth rate for US small-cap stocks is double that for EM stocks. Based on data from 

Bloomberg, the projected 12-month EPS growth rate for the S&P Small Cap 600 is 34 per cent, whereas the comparable number for the 

MSCI Emerging Markets universe is only 17 per cent. US domestic stocks currently offer better growth and are certainly under-owned.

US domestic stocks remain largely ignored despite the length and magnitude of their outperformance. The S&P Small Cap 600 Index has 

significantly outperformed the MSCI Emerging Market Index over various periods, yet it is the emerging markets that continue to command 

attention among investors and the financial media. Over the past five years, US small-cap shares have risen nearly 50 per cent, whereas 

investors in emerging markets have seen a small loss (49 per cent total return versus -0.1 per cent over the five years to April 30).

One theme we like among domestically focused US stocks is small and mid-cap banks. These companies are benefiting from the rebound in 

construction and housing, their asset values are improving, and they are not attempting to grow in emerging markets as are many 

multinational banks. Because the global credit bubble is deflating, banks’ growth is more likely to be fuelled by traditional lending than 

leveraged trading.

The American industrial renaissance is another favourite theme. Small and mid-cap industrial and manufacturing companies are gaining 

market share versus non-US competition and their stocks have been performing well, but investors have been slow to show interest. When 

US companies initially decided to move production offshore, they did so primarily to cut labour costs. But today’s lower US labour costs 

combined with lower energy, distribution and transportation costs are making US domestically focused industrials more competitive.

A January study by the US Business and Industry Council shows domestic American industrial companies face tough competition, but are 

gaining market share. Of the 106 US industries studied, 29 gained domestic market share from 2010 to 2011, up from 20 in 2009 to 2010.

Investors generally accept that the global credit bubble is deflating, yet they continue to overweight credit-related asset classes. Emerging 

markets, commodities, gold, hedge funds, real estate and private equity performed well as the credit bubble expanded because they are all 

credit-sensitive assets. Their performance since the credit bubble began to deflate in 2008 has generally been inferior.

Investors seem to be waiting for these asset classes to come back, much as they spent a good portion of the early 2000s waiting for 

technology stocks to rebound. Meanwhile, a more exciting growth story has surfaced in an unexpected segment of the global equity markets.
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The US stock market has outperformed emerging markets for more than five years, and that outperformance has been led by domestic 

stocks rather than by multinationals. A sea change within the global equity markets is well under way, but investors seem completely 

unaware.
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